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National Director’s Message

Labour Unions Update

Planning New Ontario Reactors
Should Start Now

Negotiations commenced in December between
UNIFOR locals 599 and 524 and BWXT
Technologies Inc, Peterborough, with further
meetings scheduled for February. Negotiations
with the International Federation of Professional
and Technical Engineers (IFPTE) began in January.

Someone asked me the other day
what I thought about building new
reactors in Ontario sooner than
later.

The contract for United Steel Workers (USW)
members at the Cameco Fuel Processing facility
in Port Hope, Ontario expires in June. The parties
will commence negotiations in March.

I can think of ten good reasons to say yes.

The Power Workers’ Union (PWU) membership
rejected Ontario Power Generation’s final offer in
December 2018. With the PWU in a strike
position the Ontario Government intervened,
passed legislation prohibiting a strike and
ordered the parties to compulsory arbitration.
Arbitrator Kevin Burkett conducted a mediation/
process meeting between the parties on
January 24. The PWU Bargaining Committee and
OPG bargaining representatives attended with
their counsels. Outstanding issues were not
resolved and will now go to interest arbitration
on March 11, 2019 at a location yet to be
determined.

1. Ontario will face a low-carbon electricity
supply gap and greenhouse gas challenge when
the Pickering Nuclear Station is shutdown in
2024.
2. Analyses indicate that nuclear is a competitive
low-cost, low-carbon option compared to the
alternatives.
3. New “Made in Canada” reactors would sustain
and grow a robust $6+Billion/year Canadian
nuclear economy and 60,000 good paying jobs.
4. Continue support for high-skilled job and
revenue generating innovations in nuclear
medicine, materials development, food
preservation and desalination.
5. Revenue generating export opportunities —
electricity, technology and expertise to fossil
fuel dependent jurisdictions.
6. Provides long-term domestic energy security
7. Reliable, baseload nuclear electricity can
power zero-emission vehicles and public
transit, produce hydrogen and further electrify
Ontario’s economy.
8. Electrification can help Ontario reduce
emissions from its 3 largest emitting sectors,
transportation, buildings and industry.
9. Provides a bridge to SMRs, but we won’t have
actual SMR experience until about 2030.
10. OPG has a licensed site at Darlington ready
to go.

The contract between USW members at the
Key Lake Mill and the McArthur River Mine in
Saskatchewan and Cameco expired Dec 31 2017.
The parties are expected to begin discussions in
the near future.
UNIFOR 48S members at the McClean Lake Mill in
Saskatchewan will start negotiations with their
employer in the late spring.
SPEA organized their counterparts (Nuclear
Engineers & Technicians) at SNC-Lavalin’s
Nuclear organization through a Single Employer
Application and Collective Agreement. The
Designers in both organizations and workers in
Administration, Finance and Project Support
roles (M scale workers) were also organized. This
latter group is currently negotiating their first
collective agreement.
The members of the Professional Institute of the
Public Service of Canada (PIPS) ratified a new
collective agreement in December 2018.
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OPG on Track Year Two of Darlington Refurb.
In November 2018, Ontario Power Generation (OPG) achieved its highest safety rating for the Darlington
and Pickering stations from the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC). Darlington Nuclear has
achieved this rating for nine consecutive years and Pickering Nuclear for the third year in a row.
On November 13, OPG reported its 2018 third quarter financial results. OPG’s release noted that even with
the new regulated prices set by the Ontario Energy Board, the company continues to provide electricity at
a price about 40% less than the average received by other generators in the province.
Ontario’s Auditor General (AG) noted in a December 5, 2018 news release that OPG had put a “clear
accountability” structure in place to monitor the Darlington Nuclear refurbishment project. As of June 30
2018, OPG had spent about $5 billion on the work utilizing 980 of its own full-time equivalent staff and
1,500 contract staff. The AG identified risks that could impact future performance. One of those is a skilled
trades shortage. OPG indicated they are working with vendors, trade unions and colleges to promote
careers in trades.
On December 21, OPG announced that the project team was installing new components to Unit 2 in
preparation for full power restoration by February 2020. The company noted that the project remained on
time and on budget and that 11 million hours had been worked safely since the project’s start. OPG has
also commenced planning and prerequisite activities for the refurbishment of Unit 3. This is expected to
start when Unit 2 returns to service.
OPG reported on January 17, 2019 that fuel channel assembly installation was underway on Unit 2. The
work is expected to take about 130 days and be completed by mid-March. Lower feeder installation will
follow. On January 25th, OPG reported that it has formed a partnership with Durham College to develop
skilled trades. Together the two entities developed a Boiler Lab at the College to provide students with
real-world, hands on learning and experience.

Background image : Darlington NGS,
Ontario Power Generation

Video Watch
• Darlington Refurbishment — Road to Restart Unit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv1LMZrjiB4&feature=em-uploademail
• Climate Zero Hour the Documentary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NUe-pUVEm8&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0zMlKKuvOxWaFtlbeyjB89cZKsuu5aYPPpBOjd0Bnht8R5ErGy3oqoN0
• Safety at Pickering Nuclear — Defence in Depth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQ1cb_9h3S8&feature=em-uploademail
• 2018 OPG Darlington Refurbishment Open House
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KS_nRIZki1M&feature=em-uploademail
• Darlington Refurbishment: 2018 Third Quarter Performance Update
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afH-zX2YGF0&feature=em-uploademail
• Bruce Power and Kinectrics sign MOU to collaborate on medical isotope production
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0JcE6Lc_Eo&feature=youtu.be
• Ontario Auditor General Bonnie Lysyk praised the Ontario Power Generation project for its clear
accountability structure.
https://globalnews.ca/video/4732292/ontario-auditor-general-praises-ontario-power-generationprojects-clear-books/
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Bruce Power Continues Local Economy Benefits

Worth Repeating

On the last day of October 2018, APTIM Services
Canada Corp announced it would be establishing a
significant local presence to support the Bruce
Power’s Life-Extension Program. APTIM has secured a
12,775 square foot office and shop in Teeswater. On
November 30, Bruce Power and Framatome signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) valued at
$18.7 million that covers a range of innovations and
new activities. This will include the design and
implementation of Bruce Power’s filtered
containment venting systems. Framatome has
already expanded its office facility in Kincardine.

“The Canadian nuclear industry welcomes the House
of Commons Standing Committee on Finance’s report
on the Pre-Budget Consultations. The government
has recognized Canada’s nuclear advantage by
specifically mentioning nuclear energy’s role in a
low-carbon National Energy Strategy….
Specifically, the Committee recommends:
“Develop and deliver a National Energy Strategy,
which would consider all forms of low-carbon energy
to help realize the goal of a clean environment and a
strong economy through the deployment of new
technologies, nuclear power.” [Recommendation 90]

The establishment
of a Skilled Trades
Secretariat was
announced by
Bruce Power on
December 10. It will
be part of previously announced Nuclear Innovation
Institute and be located in NNI’s temporary
headquarters in Port Elgin. The Secretariat will play
an administrative and coordinating role bringing
industry leaders and local organizations to support
the training and attraction of skilled trades from the
region. A Skilled Trades Expert Panel Forum will be
launched early this year. On December 13, Bruce
Power and NPX signed a modernization MOU. This
agreement expands NPX’s support of Bruce Power’s
modernization projects related to Major Component
Replacement, Engineering, and Project Controls.

“Leverage private sector funding and assets already
owned by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited to
respond to the results of the Canadian Small Modular
Reactor Roadmap, which would ensure Canada’s
leadership role in the development of small modular
reactors for export, support economic growth and
provide a domestic response to the need of northern
and remote communities and industries to eliminate
the use of diesel.” [Recommendation 91]
In addition, the Committee has identified the
multitude of economic benefits from Canada’s
nuclear technology – including leadership in
materials research for clean energy storage,
advanced manufacturing, and the promotion of
health through biomedical and life sciences.
[Recommendation 30]…”

Bruce Power announced a $3 million agreement with
EMC Power Canada to manufacture and install
removable insulation blankets on December 21.
EMC Power Canada is manufacturing the insulation
blankets with the participation of the residents of
the Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON). The reusable
blankets will be for selected pieces of equipment
and during planned maintenance programs.
The following day, Bruce Power announced the
harvesting of medical isotopes during the planned
maintenance outage on Unit 8.

The full report is available at: http://
www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/FINA/
Reports/RP10260416/finarp27/finarp27-e.pdf.
Source: Canadian
Nuclear Association
Press Release,
December 13, 2018

On January 25, 2019 Bruce Power signed a supplier
agreement with Makwa Development Corp., which
is owned by local Nawash residents. Makwa
Development Corp is partnering with Tron, a
construction company on Saskatchewan’s English
River First Nation. This joint venture will be
100 percent First-Nation owned.
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What Others Are Saying
EU Needs Nuclear…
“Nuclear must continue to account for at least one-quarter of the European Union's energy mix if
the region is to meet its 2050 emission targets, a report commissioned by Foratom has
concluded…
b. The study
assumes across
all scenarios
a 95%
decarbonisation of the energy
mix in 2050,
…Foratom, the European
nuclear
trade
body,
commissioned
FTI-Compass
Lexecon Energy
compared to 1990; together with further electrification of the European economy: 2050 demand
Consulting to produceforecast
a study
"to
provide
fact-based
evidence
to
the
policy
debate"….
is projected to reach c4100TWh, compared to c3100 TWh today.
The study also considers
thealsoEuropean
nuclear
sector's
to several key energy policy
c. The study
assumes technology
improvements
based on contribution
the European Commission
reference assumptions
on electricity
technology costs and performances
with nuclear
objectives, namely security
of supply,
decarbonisation
and, together
sustainability,
and affordability and
construction cost reductions opportunities that could be achieved.
competitiveness…
d. The study leverages FTI-CL Energy’s European power market model to dynamically simulate the
The study concludes that,
incosts
the
shortto scenarios,
medium-term,
continued
operation of Europe's
impact and
of the
three different
based on a two-step the
optimisation
process:
existing nuclear power▪ plant
fleet will
itmixmeet
targets
and would "avoid the
Dynamic optimisation
of thehelp
generation
based onemission
the economics of RES,
thermal plants
and emissions
storage, to ensure security
of supply
and meet
EC objectives
at the least
and fuel investments". In the
temporary increase of the
that
could
risk
locking
in cost;
fossil
▪ Short term
optimisation
of dispatch
of the differentrenewable
units on an hourly basis.
longer term, nuclear energy
can
support
variable
sources by "providing proven,
carbon-free dependable power and flexibility to the system and reducing the system's reliance on
2
A multi-criteria analysis of the contribution of nuclear to decarbonising Europe
yet unproven storage technologies".
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2.1

The three nuclear scenarios have been designed to cover a range of possible future developments for
nuclear in Europe. In the near future, the scenarios are based on the life expectation of the current
Source: “EU needs nuclear
to meet emissions target, report concludes.”, November 22, 2018, World Nuclear
nuclear plants, planed nuclear phase-down policies and projects under construction. Each scenario
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/EU-needs-nuclear-to-meet-emissions-target,-report
then assumes different life extension decisions as well as different commissioning date for future new
nuclear plants. The resulting capacity outlook of the three scenarios is presented in the Figure 1 below.

News,

Figure 1: EU-28 nuclear installed capacity outlooks in the 3 scenarios (GW)

Figure 1 :Pathways to 2050: role of
nuclear in a low-carbon Europe –
Executive Summary.

Source:

FTI-CL Energy analysis including FORATOM inputs

Nuclear Energy has saved 3 million lives
“…Natural gas does have
One way
to quantify
theformagnitude
ofJulythe methane leakage is to
Technologyleaks.
pathways in decarbonisation
scenarios,
Advanced System Studies
Energy Transition (ASSET),
2018.
divide the amount of
methane emitted each year by the total amount of methane pumped out of
the ground each year from natural gas and oil wells. The EPA currently estimates this methane
leak rate to be FTI-CL
1.4 percent.
That is, for every cubic foot of natural gas drawn
from underground
ENERGY
2
reservoirs, 1.4 percent of it is lost into the atmosphere….
…A new study synthesized the results from a five-year series of 16 studies coordinated by
environmental advocacy group Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), which involved more than
140 researchers from over 40 institutions and 50 natural gas companies.
All told, based on the results of the new study, the U.S. oil and gas industry is leaking 13 million
metric tons of methane each year, which means the methane leak rate is 2.3 percent. This
60 percent difference between our new estimate and the EPA’s current one can have profound
climate consequences….”
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Source: “Nuclear Energy Has Saved 3 Million Lives”, January 18, 2019 Web posting, nextBigFuture:
www.nextbigfuture.com/2019/01/nuclear-power-has-saved-3-4-million-lives.html
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Cameco Financials Improving
The company reported its 2018 third
quarter financial and operating results on
November 2, 2018. Cameco remains
focused on the long-term and attributed
its results to the extended shutdown at
McArthur River/Key Lake and a favourable
tax case ruling by the Tax Court of Canada
in September 2018. The company’s
financial results were impacted by:
severance costs of $27 million (M) related
to permanent layoffs at McArthur/Key
Lake; $13 M in cost related to corporate
office workforce reductions; and, the
reversal of $61 M related to the Tax Court
decision.
Cameco declared a 2018 annual dividend
of $0.08 per common share. The
company’s board of directors based their
decision to issue the dividend based on
cash flow, financial position, strategy and
other relevant factors. The company
expects further improvement in the
fourth quarter. Those results will be
released on February 11, 2019.

Image : Cameco

Point Lepreau Continues Solid Performance
The Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station (PLNGS) continued to perform well into the fall and winter.
On October 18, NB Power reported that the station had been operating continuously at high power since
May 31, following a planned maintenance outage. Plant production during this period represented about
57% of NB Power’s net generation and a net capacity factor of 98.53%.
On November 30, NB Power highlighted the successful completion of its early Synergy Challenge in the
media release accompanying the company’s second quarter results. The Challenge, held in early October,
was a full-scale, multi-stakeholder nuclear emergency exercise.
NB Power filed a rate application with New Brunswick’s Energy and Utilities Board on January 9, 2019.
Average rate increases across all rate classes was 2.5%. The increase for residential customers, if granted,
would be 2.9% resulting in an extra $5 a month for the average household in the province. A company
spokesperson noted the significant challenges facing the company including increasing commodity and
fuel prices, rising interest rates, and fluctuating foreign exchange assumptions. Even if the increases are
granted, New Brunswickers will still enjoy the lowest electricity rates in the Maritimes.
In mid-January 2019, NB Power’s Point Lepreau Quarterly Update (3rd Quarter of 2018-2019 fiscal year)
reported that the station’s production represented 47% of the company’s net generating output. The net
capacity factor was 99.36% during this period. Plans are underway for a planned maintenance outage that
will begin on April 5, 2019.
Background : NB Power
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In Short…
NRC Approves New Safety Rule
On January 24, 2018, the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission approved a new
safety rule that removes the need for
nuclear plant operators to take extra
measures to protect against hazards like
floods and earthquakes. The rule is based
on lessons learned from the March 2011
accident at the Fukushima Daiichi plant
and builds on a previous NRC rule from
March 2012. The new Mitigation of BeyondDesign-Basis Events rule will be published
in the Federal Register in the spring of
2019. It will require commercial operators
and licence holders for U.S. reactors to:
maintain resources and procedures to cool
a reactor’s core and spent fuel pool, as well
as preserve the reactor’s containment,
following an event that disables all of a
site’s normal and emergency a/c electrical
power sources, as well as the site’s ability
to safely transfer heat to the environment;
maintain equipment that can reliably
measure spent fuel pool water levels
following a severe event; and, preserve the
resources needed to protect the core,
containment and spent fuel pool from
external hazards. According to NRC’s press
release, most U.S. nuclear power plants
must comply with the rule’s requirements
within two years and 30 days of the rule’s
publication in the Federal Register.

Terra Power received a federal grant of
$40 million in 2016 and is seeking more
government funding. According to a 2018
MIT study, “The Future of Nuclear Energy in
a Carbon-Constrained World”, the advanced
designs require “advances in fuel and
materials technology to meet performance
objectives”.
https://energy.mit.edu/wp-content/
uploads/2018/09/The-Future-of-NuclearEnergy-in-a-Carbon-Constrained-World.pdf

Bill Gates
Image : Terra Power

Canadian Utility SMR Alliances

A January 28, 2019 Washington Post article
indicated that Bill Gates, cofounder of
Microsoft, recently met with key Congress
members to talk about the role of nuclear
power for tackling climate change. In 2006,
Gates set up Terra Power, to develop an
advanced reactor design that uses liquid
sodium for cooling. Gates indicated he
would personally invest $1 billion and raise
another billion in private capital to
advance a pilot of his reactor design.

A January 2019 article in the
NUCLEARENERGY Insider provided an
overview of recent alliances between Small
Modular Reactor developers and Canadian
utilities. In November 2018, Ontario Power
Generation and Bruce Power signed
development agreements with U.S. based
NuScale, in support of the deployment of
their light water reactor design. Also in
November, NuScale signed an engineering
contract with Virginia-based BWX
Technologies (BWXT).
Terrestrial Energy, recently signed a design
services Contract with BWXT Canada.
Terrestrial’s SMR design, is the first to enter
phase 2 of the CNSC’s design review

CNWC

Canadian Nuclear Workers Council

Bill Gates Advocates For Nuclear Power
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The collective voice of organized labour in
the nuclear industries
The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council
(CNWC) is an umbrella organization of
Unions representing workers in all sectors
of the Canadian nuclear industry. Founded
in 1993, it represents sectors including
electric power utilities, uranium mining
and processing, radioisotope production
for medical and industrial purposes,
nuclear research, construction and trades
in Ontario and labour councils in host
communities.
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process. NB Power is working with Advance
Reactor Concepts LLC and ARC Nuclear
Canada Inc to explore the
commercialization of the ARC Advanced
SMR.

Robots For Nuclear No-Go Zones
A January 22, 2019 article in Horizon: The EU
Research & Innovation Magazine described
the advances being made to develop and
utilize robust, intelligent robots for work in
nuclear no-go zones. Very basic robots
were deployed to support rescue workers
dealing with the Fukushima nuclear
disaster. This prompted Professor
Behnkem, a robotics expert at Germany’s
University of Bonn, to develop the
CENTAURO project: http://www.centauroproject.eu. Its aim is “to develop a humanrobot symbiotic system where a human
operator is telepresent with its whole body
in a Centaur-like robot….”. The Centauro
robot will be capable of robust locomotion
and dexterous manipulation in rough
terrain and challenging environments. As
well, the robot will be able to use
unmodified human tools for solving
complex tasks. At present the robot is not
ready to deal with radiation; however,
research at the University of Birmingham is
working on robots that can handle high
radiation levels.

Centauro robot
Image : centauro-project.eu

The member groups are:
District Labour Councils (Grey/Bruce,
Durham, Lindsay, Northumberland) •
International Association of Firefighters
(160) • International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (37, 353, & 804) • Power
Workers’ Union • The Professional Institute
of The Public Service of Canada • Society of
United Professionals Union • Society of
Professional Engineers and Associates
Union • UNIFOR (S-48, 524, O-599, & O-252) •
United Steelworkers (14193, 13173, 4096,
8562, 8914, 7806 & 1568) • International
Federation of Professional & Technical
Engineers Union (160) • Provincial Building
and Construction Trades Council of Ontario

